1HUMA 1301—Turney
Final Presentation Critique Form

NAME_____________________________TOPIC_______________________________

CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION (30 Points)

Introduction
___ Does it gain attention (catchy)?
___ Does it orient the audience to the purpose (purpose well stated, points previewed)?
___ Does it build rapport with the audience?

Body
___ Is information made relevant to the audience?
___ Is it organized in a way to help the audience easily grasp the material?
___ Smooth transitions between points?
___ Does the information reflect the purpose?

Supporting Materials
___ Were they obviously applicable?

Conclusion
___ Was it interesting?
___ Did it summarize the speech (main points)?
___ Did it provide a sense of closure?

Visual Aid
___ Were visual aids used?
___ Was the visual aid professional and easy to read/see?
___ Did the visual actually aid understanding of the information?
___ Was the speaker confident in handling the visual aid?

DELIVERY (15 Points)

___ Did the speaker appear prepared?
___ Rate of speaking/articulation?
___ Volume?
___ Tone/Vocal Emphasis
___ Eye contact?
___ Nonverbals (posture, gestures)?
___ Did speaker speak rather than read?

TIME (5 points)
___ Was the speech within the time limit?

COMMENTS:

TOTAL: _____

Selection: _____/50  Essay: _____/100  Oral: _____/50  Total: _____/200

Creative: _____/75  Essay: _____/75  Oral: _____/50  Total: _____/200